Current perspectives on Mohs micrographic surgery for melanoma
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Abstract: Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS), a specialized surgical excision technique used primarily in the treatment of skin cancers, is tissue sparing and provides optimal margin control through evaluation of 100% of both the peripheral and deep margin. The use of MMS for the treatment of malignant melanoma (MM) and melanoma in situ (MIS) has been slow in gaining the same widespread acceptance that it has for keratinocyte carcinomas despite its cost-effectiveness and the growing body of evidence demonstrating similar or improved cure rates to standard wide local excision. However, modern advances in immunohistochemical staining have continued to greatly enhance the ability of Mohs surgeons to interpret MMS frozen sections of melanoma specimens—the primary concern of most opponents of MMS for melanoma. These advances, coupled with an increased recognition by professional organizations of the utility of MMS in treating MM and MIS, have led to a rise in the use of MMS for melanoma in recent years. Given the expanding role of MMS in the treatment of cutaneous melanoma, this manuscript will describe how MMS is performed, discuss the rationale and current evidence regarding the use of MMS for MM and MIS, review the immunohistochemical stains currently available for use in MMS, and consider special situations and future directions in this area of growing interest.
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Introduction

Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS), a specialized surgical excision technique used primarily in the treatment of skin cancers, is tissue sparing and provides optimal margin control through evaluation of 100% of both the peripheral and deep margin. Eponymously named after Frederic Mohs who developed the procedure in the 1930s, MMS was initially named “chemosurgery” for its utilization of the chemical fixative paste zinc chloride prior to excision of the lesion.1 Although the original 1941 publication of his technique reported primarily on basal and squamous cell carcinomas,1 Mohs published a case series of twenty patients with cutaneous melanoma successfully treated with this chemosurgery less than a decade later.2,3 Despite the early evidence of the effectiveness of chemosurgery in treating both keratinocyte carcinomas and melanoma,1,2,4,5 the technique was not widely practiced until 1974 when a modified version (renamed MMS) using fresh tissue and frozen sections was first described.6,7 These modifications significantly reduced the time involved with the procedure and eliminated the additional discomfort caused by the zinc chloride paste without
sacrificing cure rates. Today, MMS has become a mainstay in the treatment of keratinocyte carcinomas.

The use of MMS for the treatment of malignant melanoma (MM) and melanoma in situ (MIS) has been slow to gain the same widespread acceptance that it has for keratinocyte carcinomas despite its cost-effectiveness and the growing body of evidence demonstrating similar or improved cure rates to standard wide local excision (WLE). Ninety percent of all MIS lesions are treated with WLE—the recommended standard of care by expert panels—although the difficulty in clearing MIS with WLE is becoming increasingly recognized. Meanwhile, modern advances in immunohistochemical staining have continued to greatly enhance the ability of Mohs surgeons to interpret MMS frozen sections of melanoma specimens which has been the primary concern of most opponents of MMS for melanoma. These advances, coupled with an increased recognition by professional organizations, have led to a rise in the use of MMS for melanoma in recent years. Given the expanding role of MMS in treating MM and MIS, this manuscript will describe how MMS is performed for melanoma, discuss the rationale and current evidence regarding the use of MMS for MM and MIS, review the immunohistochemical stains currently available for use in MMS, and consider future directions in this area of growing interest.

Mohs micrographic surgery for MM and MIS

As previously noted, MMS is being increasingly used to treat both MM and MIS. From 2003 to 2008, the utilization of MMS to treat melanoma rose by 60% with 3.5% of all SEER-documented melanomas being treated with MMS during this time period. In a 2012 survey of 378 fellowship-trained Mohs surgeons in the US, 39% reported they currently perform MMS for MIS and 14% indicated they perform MMS on MM. While the general technique of MMS for melanomas (Figure 1) is similar to that for keratinocyte carcinomas, some important distinguishing features exist and will be described herein.

![Figure 1 Schematic of Mohs micrographic surgical excision for melanoma. (A) Clinical view (B) Cross-sectional view.](https://www.dovepress.com/)
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Mohs for melanoma

Fixed-tissue technique

The fixed-tissue technique has been largely replaced by fresh-tissue Mohs due to the additional discomfort and time involved with the procedure and is primarily of historical significance. Therefore, a detailed description of how the technique is performed will not be provided in this article but is summarized well by Hui et al.

Fresh-tissue technique

The first step in MMS for melanoma is to identify and mark the lesion’s clinical borders (Figure 2). Many advocate for the use of a Wood’s lamp to assist in the identification of the tumor’s extent, particularly for lentigo maligna (LM) and lentigo maligna melanoma (LMM) as these lesions are notorious for their irregular and often indistinct clinical borders. After identifying and marking the precise clinical border of the lesion, the surgeon often then marks the initial margin which may be anywhere from 2 to 10 mm around the clinical border depending on the size of the lesion, anatomical location, and tumor stage. If tissue conservation is imperative due to anatomical or functional considerations (e.g., tip of nose and abutting tear duct), the surgeon may use the clinical borders of the lesion as the peripheral margin for the debulking specimen. However, it is generally recommended that an additional 2–3 mm of normal appearing tissue surrounding the clinical borders of the lesion be taken for the debulking specimen. Greater margins are suggested for high-risk tumors (American Joint Committee on Cancer [AJCC] 7th edition tumor stage T1b or greater).

Reference marks or suture mapping are often included for orientation purposes, and the debulking specimen is excised down to at least the subcutaneous fat and sent for permanent/paraffin-embedded processing for vertical sectioning at 2–3 mm intervals. Alternatively, some surgeons will remove a 1 mm strip of tissue from the central portion of the debulk specimen and process it via frozen section to confirm the Breslow depth and serve as a positive control, sending the remainder of the specimen for permanent sections. Regardless of the strategy used, it is critically important to evaluate this central debulking specimen to confirm the final depth of tumor invasion for final staging of the melanoma. Since MMS only examines the peripheral and deep margins of the tumor, an invasive or desmoplastic melanoma within the debulking specimen could be missed if it is not evaluated using vertical sectioning. For this reason, the debulking specimen is necessary for staging the tumor, which in turn is used to decide if adjuvant therapeutic or diagnostic/staging procedures, such as sentinel lymph node biopsy, are warranted.

The first Mohs layer is subsequently removed around the debulk defect including a peripheral margin of at least 2–3 mm of normal appearing tissue. The surgeon should be careful to excise down to at least the deep subcutaneous fat for MIS lesions (to ensure being under hair follicles) and to the fascia for MM lesions. This margin may be extended for high-risk lesions (AJCC 7th edition tumor stage T1b or greater) as described for the debulking stage, but formal guidelines regarding margin width do not yet exist. In such cases, Etzkorn et al recommend a combined initial margin of 1 cm (debulk margin added to first Mohs layer margin), unless anatomical or functional restrictions exist. When excising Mohs layers for MM of MIS lesions, some have advocated against the usual 45° scalpel beveling in favor of a less pronounced 60°–75° bevel, noting that it diminishes the melanocyte density in the sections and thereby improves histological interpretation. For the Mohs layer, reference marks are made on the surface of the skin that overlap the perilesional skin and the Mohs specimen with nicks at 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°. The Mohs layer is subsequently divided into a number of smaller subsections depending on the size of the specimen, and the free edges of each subsection are inked. A surgical map of the gross sectioning is drawn to

Figure 2 Pre-operative photograph of an MIS of the face outlining the clinical margins examined with a Wood’s lamp (inner marking) and Mohs excisional specimen (outer marking).
help orient the surgeon in the event that residual tumor is identified.

The inked subsections can then be processed in a variety of ways, including traditional frozen sections, frozen sections with immunostaining, frozen sections with the last layer sent for permanent sections, or staged excision with rush en face permanent sections for each layer. All of these methods allow for evaluation of 100% of the peripheral and deep margins, and the rationale and evidence for these will be discussed later. For frozen sections, each subsection is oriented on a cold glass slide and impregnated with embedding medium. The subsections are then rapidly frozen using a cryostat object disc and ultimately cut into 4 µm (thinner) horizontal/en face sections. Appropriate freezing of the tissue ensures that there is minimal freeze artifact vacuolization, which can improve slide interpretation. Once adequate sections have been obtained, the tissue is stained with H&E and any immunohistochemical stains desired. If the Mohs surgeon detects frank residual tumor, nesting of more than three atypical melanocytes, pagetoid spread, multiple nested melanocytes, widespread contiguous melanocytes (≥ 9 confluent melanocytes), and/or adnexal involvement when analyzing the slides, the area(s) of residual melanoma is marked on the map and the surgeon takes another layer with at least 2–3 mm margins only in the involved area(s). Additionally, if signs of regression are evident at the margins (e.g., fibrosis, dermal macrophages, and/or a dense lymphohistiocytic infiltrate), the removal of an additional Mohs layer may be indicated. This process is repeated until histologically clear margins are achieved.

Rationale for the use of MMS for MM and MIS

The incidence of primary cutaneous melanoma has continued to rise over the past several decades. Fortunately, when detected early, the disease is almost always curable. Standard surgical excision with histologically clear margins is the current standard of care for the treatment of primary cutaneous melanomas of any thickness. In general, cutaneous melanoma can be categorized as in situ (MIS) or invasive disease (MM) depending on if the melanoma is or is not confined to the epidermis, respectively. Within the group of MIS, LM is the most common subtype, accounting for ~80% of all MIS lesions. The prevalence of LM varies greatly between different demographic groups but is most prevalent among white men aged 65 years or older, typically presenting as an asymmetric pigmented lesion on a background of chronically sun-damaged skin. The invasive counterpart of LM – LMM – presents similarly and comprises 4%–15% of cutaneous malignant melanomas.

Although WLE remains the recommended standard of care for the treatment of MM and MIS, there are many features of MMS which may make it a more ideal treatment modality in certain situations (Table 1). As previously noted, MMS is a tissue sparing technique and may therefore be particularly suited to treat melanomas of large diameter and lesions occurring in areas where tissue preservation is critical either for cosmetic or functional reasons. Examples of such areas include the eyelids, cheeks, nose, lips, ears, and neck. In the case of LM and LMM, the majority of these lesions occur on these cosmetically sensitive areas.

### Table 1: Comparison of the benefits and drawbacks of Mohs micrographic surgery versus wide local excision for melanoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS)</th>
<th>Wide local excision (WLE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benefits</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Equal or improved recurrence and 5-year survival rates vs WLE</td>
<td>• Considered the gold standard for the treatment of MM and MIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 100% of peripheral and deep margins evaluated</td>
<td>• Long history of success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tissue sparing technique</td>
<td>• More data available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tumor removal, microscopic evaluation, and repair are performed on the same day (for fresh tissue frozen sections)</td>
<td>• Does not require specialized (e.g., fellowship) training to perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Potentially more cost-effective vs WLE</td>
<td>• Excision procedure is faster than MMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Particularly suited to treat LM/LMM due to high prevalence of subclinical spread</td>
<td>• Utilizes permanent sections which are considered to be the gold standard for melanocytic lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drawbacks</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Inability to determine the extent of the cleared margins</td>
<td>• Only 1% of total margins are evaluated with vertical sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interpretation of frozen sections can be tenuous in settings of chronic sun damage, inflammation, and bordering pigmented lesions</td>
<td>• Some studies suggest higher rates of local recurrence vs MMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Success is dependent on ability of surgeon to evaluate frozen sections</td>
<td>• Not designed to be tissue sparing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Requires a contiguous growth pattern of the tumor to be reliable</td>
<td>• Delay between surgical excision and pathology results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Uncertain role when microsatellites are identified in Mohs layer</td>
<td>• If positive margins found, patient must return for further excision and wait again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• May be more costly than MMS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** LM, lentigo maligna; LMM, lentigo maligna melanoma; MM, malignant melanoma; MIS, melanoma in situ.
peripheral growth pattern of many MM and MIS lesions, the predetermined margins used in standard WLE may be both inadequate and excessive within the same lesion. With MMS, this issue is avoided, and tissue is spared because the surgical margins are tailored to what is found histologically. Furthermore, MMS is uniquely capable of evaluating 100% of both the peripheral and deep margins through its use of en face/horizontal tissue sections. This processing is in contrast to standard WLE in which the excision specimen is evaluated by stepwise transverse vertical sections, allowing histologic examination of only 0.1% of the total margin. In order to detect 100% of positive margins with this bread-loaf sectioning, Kimyai-Asadi et al extrapolated that stepwise sections would need to be performed every 0.1 mm. This approach would be logistically implausible and leaves the possibility of false-negatives with WLE. Furthermore, MMS allows for same day surgery, histopathologic evaluation, and reconstruction, which are often not possible with WLE.

The comprehensive margin control afforded by MMS is particularly useful in situations where the clinical borders of a melanoma are indistinct, as is characteristic of LM, LMM, and especially amelanotic LMM. In fact, one of the strongest arguments for the use of MMS in LM/LMM in particular is the issue of subclinical spread. Subclinical spread occurs in 12%–71% of LM cases and refers to the microscopic extension of the tumor beyond the clinically apparent borders.

For many years, the recommended margins for standard surgical excision of MIS were 5 mm. Over time, a wealth of data began to accumulate which showed through the use of MMS that this recommendation was inadequate. In 1997, Zitelli et al reported that 9 mm margins would be necessary to clear 95% of MIS cases using MMS and suggested that 1–1.5 cm standard surgical excision margins should be employed, depending on tumor diameter and location. More recent studies by Zalla et al and Felton et al reported similar findings, noting that 1.5 cm margins would be required to clear 96%–97% of MIS lesions on the head and neck, while standard 5 mm margins would only clear 65% of these lesions. These findings have also been replicated for MIS lesions on relatively sun-protected skin (i.e., the trunk and proximal extremities) with Stigall et al requiring 9 mm margins to achieve a 97% clearance rate. Finally, a literature review on the topic has reported 3–5-year recurrence rates of 6%–20% for LM following standard surgical excision with 5-mm margins.

As a result of this evidence, the recommended standard surgical excision margin for MIS was recently changed to 0.5–1 cm, with the caveat that larger margins may be required for large diameter lesions and those of the LM subtype. Citing the lack of prospective studies on appropriate standard surgical margins for MIS and the common issue of subclinical spread, the appropriateness of MMS in treating MIS and LM in particular is becoming increasingly recognized. In an effort to better predict the situations in which subclinical spread is likely to occur, Shin et al collected clinical and histopathological data on 674 MIS lesions treated with MMS and evaluated by melanoma antigen recognized by T cells 1 (MART-1) stained frozen sections. The authors subsequently performed multivariable logistic regression analysis to identify the clinical factors associated with subclinical spread and found that a history of prior treatment; location on the head, neck, acral sites, or the pretibial leg; lesions greater than 1 cm in diameter; and lesions occurring in persons aged 60 years or older were all associated with increased risk of subclinical spread. However, in the aforementioned Felton et al’s study of primary MIS lesions of the head and neck, neither patient’s age nor preoperative tumor size was predictive of surgical margins. In both studies, histological subtype (i.e., LM vs non-LM) was not routinely documented and therefore could not be incorporated into their analysis. Further research in this area would be of value, and until such time, predicting subclinical spread in MIS remains a tenuous endeavor. Finally, the use of MMS to treat melanoma is supported by a substantial amount of evidence indicating that it provides cure rates equal to or exceeding those of WLE for MIS and MM.

Evidence regarding the effectiveness of MMS versus WLE for MM and MIS

The use of standard surgical excision (WLE) for LM often leads to high rates of local recurrence (6%–20%) and has prompted several investigations into the efficacy of MMS as a treatment modality for these lesions. A common limitation of these studies and similar ones on MM is that there is often a failure to differentiate between histologic subtypes (i.e., LM vs non-LM, or LMM vs non-LMM). Therefore, when describing these studies herein, we have utilized more broad terminology (MIS, MM) unless the specific subtype was documented.

In a recent literature review, Kwon and Miller summarized the local recurrence rates for MIS treated with MMS and showed that regardless of the method of margin evaluation, local recurrence rates were superior to that of WLE.
only study reporting a poor local recurrence rate with MMS (33% at 118 months of follow-up) had a small sample size of 18 LM lesions which were evaluated via H&E-stained frozen sections.\(^7\) In the other larger studies utilizing H&E-stained frozen sections for margin evaluation, the local recurrence rate ranged from 0% (67 LM, 9 non-LM lesions) to 0.5% (184 MIS lesions) with 33–60 months of follow-up.\(^{14,15,28}\) In the two studies using frozen sections with permanent sections for the final Mohs layer, recurrence was 1.8% (2.6% among 51 non-LM vs 1.4% among 116 LM lesions) at 63 months follow-up\(^12\) and 2.6% (38 LM/LMM lesions) at 58 months follow-up.\(^17\) Among studies that utilized frozen sections with immunostains, local recurrence rates of 0.3% at 38 months (human melanoma black-45 [HMB-45] staining of 261 MIS lesions)\(^9\) and 0.5% at 58 months of follow-up (Mel-5 staining of 158 LM lesions)\(^{15}\) were reported. For studies of staged-excision with permanent sections for each Mohs layer, local recurrence rates ranged from 0% to 7.3% over 3–57 months of follow-up with the majority of studies reporting on LM.\(^{57–68}\)

Many of the studies of LM cited earlier also included data on LMM treated with MMS and noted similar recurrence rates.\(^{13,14,17,57,58,60,64,65,68}\) In the aforementioned Zitelli et al’s study,\(^{28}\) the authors also investigated the efficacy of MMS with H&E-stained frozen section evaluation in treating 369 primary MM lesions. From their study, they reported a local recurrence rate of 0.5% as compared to 3% from historical WLE controls. Lower rates of metastasis independent of tumor thickness and equivalent or improved 5-year survival rates were also observed compared to historical WLE controls (the 0.76–1.49 mm and >4 mm thick groups had statistically improved survival rates).\(^{28}\)

Since the review by Kwon and Miller,\(^1\) multiple large-scale studies have emerged which report improved or non-inferior outcomes for both MM and MIS treated with MMS compared to WLE. Etzkorn et al performed a retrospective analysis of 161 MM and 436 MIS lesions in 563 patients who underwent MMS with MART-1 frozen-section staining.\(^{19}\) Over a mean follow-up time of 2.8 years, the local recurrence rate was 0% for MM and 0.34% for the MIS group. A similar retrospective study by Valentín-Nogueras et al of cutaneous melanoma treated with MMS utilizing MART-1 staining found a local recurrence rate of 0.49% among 1,419 primary melanomas (0.35% among 863 MIS lesions vs 0.72% among 556 MM lesions) over a mean follow-up of 3.73 years, and a 5-year survival rate of 98.5% which was statistically better than historical WLE controls.\(^{26}\) Of note, they found that the surgical margin required to clear the lesion was not statistically related to Breslow thickness, on which guidelines for WLE are currently based upon,\(^{29}\) but rather was related to tumor location and size.\(^{26}\) Lastly, the first known directly comparative study of MMS versus WLE for the treatment of MIS was recently published by Nosrati et al.\(^{21}\) In this retrospective review of a prospective database from an academic tertiary care referral center, 277 patients with MIS were treated with frozen-tissue MMS with H&E staining while 385 were treated with WLE. The MMS group was statistically significantly older than the WLE group by an average of 5.4 years and their MIS was more likely to be located on the face, scalp, or neck than the WLE group. The study found no significant differences in the recurrence rate, overall survival, or melanoma-specific survival between MMS and WLE.\(^{21}\) While many studies in the current literature are unable to provide long-term survival data, the improvements in local recurrence rates have important implications as recurrent melanomas are likely to be at a more advanced stage than the original lesion. This was shown in a study by Debloom et al in which 23% of patients with MIS left at the margin progressed to MM, and 33% of patients with minimally invasive MM remaining at the margin experienced a mean progression in Breslow depth from 1.5 mm to 2.8 mm at the time of recurrence.\(^{69}\)

In light of the current evidence, the Ad Hoc Task Force’s 2012 appropriate use criteria statement deemed the use of MMS “appropriate” for the treatment of all MIS and LM lesions with the exception of primary lesions on the trunk or extremities (“uncertain” appropriateness). Notably, the Task Force chose to omit any commentary on MM from their statement, citing the “complexity of the issue”.\(^9\)

**Challenges regarding the use of MMS for MM and MIS**

The primary concern of critics of MMS for melanoma is the perceived inferiority of frozen sections to permanent paraffin sections in evaluating melanocytic lesions.\(^{3,8}\) Part of the reason permanent sections are considered the gold standard in evaluating melanocytic lesions is that melanocytes retain their pericytoplasmic vacuolization with this method, allowing them to be more readily identified.\(^3\) In comparison, frozen sections can be plagued by freeze artifact, tissue folding,\(^8\) and keratinocyte vacuolization resembling melanocytes which can lead to false positives.\(^{70}\)

There have been conflicting results in studies where the accuracy of frozen sections has been compared to permanent sections. In these studies, the sensitivity and specificity of frozen sections for detecting melanoma in LM and LMM lesions have ranged from 59% to 100% and from 81% to 90%, respectively.\(^{47,71}\) Furthermore, diagnostic discrepancy between frozen and permanent sections for melanocytic lesions was found to be as high as 40% in one such study.\(^{72}\)
Perhaps the most common factor contributing to the difficulty of interpreting frozen sections is distinguishing non-malignant melanocyte hyperplasia occurring in chronically sun-damaged skin from MIS.3,8,73,74 This issue is heightened at the outermost edges of the lesion where there is often single atypical melanocytes which could represent chronic sun damage or the edge of the MIS.3 In the literature, investigators disagree on how to deal with these single atypical melanocytes, with some arguing to treat them as benign actinic damage2,15,28 while others suggest they be excised and processed via permanent sections to rule out MIS.71

Multiple studies have tried to better classify the normal distribution and density of melanocytes histopathologically in chronically sun-damaged skin to help physicians more accurately differentiate MIS from actinic damage.46,75,76 In a 2006 study by Hendi et al where frozen section slides from patients undergoing MMS for keratinocyte carcinoma were randomly selected to undergo MART-1 staining, a mean melanocyte count of 15 per high-power field, superficial follicular extension (<1 mm), confluence of up to nine melanocytes, and scattered nonspecific staining of dermal cells were found to occur in sun-damaged skin.46 The authors noted that nesting and pagetoid spread were not present,46 a finding which was replicated in a later study by Barlow et al which added that vertical stacking of melanocytes should be considered a factor that warrants harvesting of another Mohs layer.76 A more recent investigation by Hendi et al replicated many of their original findings but added that differences in melanocyte density can be expected relative to geographic location (South > North), age (inverse relationship), and sex (male > female).75 Of note, the more recent study refuted the original finding that focal pagetosis is unique to melanoma, further illustrating how challenging differentiating chronic actinic damage from MIS can be.75

There are a variety of strategies to address these concerns discussed in the literature. One strategy to help with slide interpretation is the use of control biopsies taken from the patient’s skin adjacent to the lesion, which serve as a measure of the patient’s background melanocytic density.10,36,42,52,62,74 Albertini et al favor shallow shave biopsies harvested from both perilesional and distant skin and also describe the use of a mapping technique which matches subtle pigmented lesions clinically and histologically.19 With this mapping technique, the authors report a decrease in superfluous removal of Mohs layers in their clinical practice.

Another conservative strategy is to use staged excisions with rush permanent sections.57,58,60,63,64,68,71,72 In this approach, each Mohs layer is sent for permanent paraffin sectioning, and a pathologist reads the slides. Due to the tissue processing and evaluation time involved with this method, the surgery is substantially prolonged and may even require several days to weeks to achieve clear margins – hence the nickname of “slow Mohs”.3 Recently, Mallipeddi et al77 described a novel 2-hour method for preparing permanent sections of MIS for MMS through microwave tissue processing with comparable results – whether or not this has gained widespread use is yet to be seen. Despite its time-consuming nature, permanent sectioning has long been considered the gold standard for melanocytic lesion evaluation for the reasons previously described. However, fast and reliable immunohistochemical stains are now increasingly being used as an adjunct to H&E-stained frozen sections3,8,35,36,38 and can provide identical information to permanent sections.3,8,35,36,38,42,73,78,79

Immunohistochemical stains for melanoma

Over the past few decades, the expansion in the number of immunohistochemical stains available and the development of expedited staining protocols have led to increased utilization of immunostaining in Mohs surgery.36 In addition to its use for the challenging situations previously described, immunostaining for various tumors is useful in a variety of situations such as when the tumor is poorly differentiated, exhibits single cell spread, tracks along nerves or vessels, or when pagetoid distribution is present.36 Regardless of the immunostain or staining protocol used, 4-µm thin tissue sections are preferred as they provide the best staining results without masking cellular detail.36 Immunostaining can be applied to both permanent and frozen sections3,4 and is performed concurrently with H&E staining. The amount of literature regarding immunostains and staining protocols used in MMS for melanoma is so extensive that entire review articles have been dedicated to the topic.35,36,38

In 2012, 378 fellowship-trained US Mohs surgeons were surveyed on their use and attitudes toward immunostains for melanoma.35 Despite the largely positive attitudes surrounding the use of MMS for melanoma (90% felt that immunostains can be reliably used in Mohs, with more than half considering themselves advocates for the use of immunostains for MIS), only one-fifth of the 44% of surgeons performing MMS on melanocytic lesions reported using immunostains.35

The most common reasons for not using immunostains cited by respondents were: 1) too time consuming (45%), 2) lack of education (43%), and 3) startup and/or maintenance costs (42%).35 Interestingly, the percentage of Mohs surgeons who reported exposure to immunohistochemical staining during their fellowship training nearly doubled from trainees prior to 2000 (12%) compared to post-2000 (22%) but has since
stagnated (26% for trainees from 2009 to 2012), with only 36% of all the Mohs surgeons surveyed reporting feeling comfortable interpreting MART-1 stained frozen sections – the most commonly used immunostain for melanoma.35

For the purposes of this review, the specific details of staining protocols will not be discussed except to say that new staining protocols have reduced staining times from several hours to under 45 minutes – the time it takes to prepare traditional H&E-stained frozen sections.3,36 The major immunohistochemical stains have been summarized in Table 2, and additional discussion of MART-1 and SOX10 staining has been provided in the following section.

### Table 2
Summary of common immunohistochemical stains used in Mohs micrographic surgery for melanoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immunostaining antibodies</th>
<th>Cellular targets</th>
<th>Stained cells</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>• Intracellular calcium</td>
<td>• Melanocytes, Neural crest derivatives, Histiocytes, Chondrocytes, Lipocytes, Muscle</td>
<td>• Best sensitivity for melanoma, Stain of choice for spindle cell and desmoplastic melanoma, Strong positive staining for deep melanoma components</td>
<td>Variable staining of epidermis, Problematic for MIS, Poor specificity, High background noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human melanoma black-45 (HMB-45)</td>
<td>• gp100 glycoprotein on cytoplasmic premelanosomes</td>
<td>• Immature or proliferating melanocytes, Other cells containing melanosomes</td>
<td>• Greater specificity than S-100</td>
<td>Less sensitive than S-100 (85%–97%), Inconsistent staining of pseudonevoid nests, False negatives, Poor staining of spindle cell and desmoplastic melanomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mel-5</td>
<td>• g75 pigment-associated glycoprotein on cytoplasmic melanosomes</td>
<td>• Melanocytes, Other cells with melanosomes</td>
<td>• Stains both proliferating and mature melanocytes, Greater specificity and staining intensity than S-100</td>
<td>Less specific than HMB-45, Stains nonmelanocytic pigmented cells (e.g., basal epithelial cells, pigmented AKs), May miss amelanotic or desmoplastic melanomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphthalmia transcription factor (MiTF)</td>
<td>• Transcription factor (nuclear)</td>
<td>• Melanocytes, Schwann cells, Histiocytes, Fibroblasts, Lymphocytes, Smooth muscle</td>
<td>• Great sensitivity and high specificity (88%–100%), Nuclear staining, Clearly delineates individual cells, Ideal for melanocyte quantification and nucleus diameter measurement, Improves differentiation of chronic sun damage from MIS, Stains epithelioid and spindle cell melanoma, Useful for metastatic melanoma</td>
<td>Poor staining of desmoplastic melanoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanoma antigen recognized by T cells (MART-1)</td>
<td>• MART-1 glycoprotein on cytoplasmic melanosomes</td>
<td>• Melanocytes, Other cells with melanosomes</td>
<td>• Most useful immunostain, High sensitivity and specificity, Easiest to interpret, crisp staining of melanocytes, Fast immunostaining protocols, Useful for metastatic melanoma</td>
<td>Does not distinguish benign from malignant melanocytes, Not reliable for desmoplastic or spindle cell melanoma, Severely sun damaged or inflamed skin can lead to false positives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sry-related HMG-BOX gene 10 (SOX10)</td>
<td>• Transcription factor (nuclear)</td>
<td>• Melanocytes, Schwann cells, Eccrine glands</td>
<td>• High sensitivity and better specificity than MiTF or S100, Useful for desmoplastic and spindle cell melanoma</td>
<td>Does not distinguish benign from malignant melanocytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Table adapted from information presented by Miller et al,36 Hui et al,8 Kwon and Miller,1 and Ferringer.47

**Abbreviations:** MIS, melanoma in situ; AKs, actinic keratoses.
Melanoma antigen recognized by T cells (MART-1) immunostain

Each immunostain has its strengths and weaknesses (Table 2), but MART-1 (also called Melan-A) has been considered by many to be one of the most accurate and reliable stains for melanoma. MART-1 has excellent sensitivity for both primary (97%) and metastatic (81%–89%) melanoma, demonstrating homogenous staining in roughly 75% of tumor cells in the majority of melanoma lesions. The use of MART-1 as an adjunct to H&E-frozen sections is increasingly common due to the advent of rapid (20 minutes or less) automated staining protocols and multiple studies demonstrating its ability to detect junc-tional and focal dermal melanocytic proliferation on frozen sections. Furthermore, investigators have shown that the information gleaned from immunostained frozen sections and permanent sections is equivalent and that frozen sections stained with MART-1 are easier to interpret than H&E-stained permanent sections. While critics of MMS with frozen sections for melanoma have historically argued for staged excision by permanent sections, these data suggest that immunostained frozen sections are just as reliable and similarly easily interpretable as traditional gold standard permanent sections. Since MART-1 stains normal background melanocytes and malignant melanocytes, internal controls are inherent with the use of MART-1. A notable benefit of MART-1 is its ability to clearly differentiate atypical clear cells resulting from freeze artifact and pagetoid keratinocyte atypia from malignant melanocytes. In head-to-head studies of immunohistochemical stains (MART-1, HMB-45, Mel-5, S100), MART-1 was found to be the easiest to interpret and provides the most reliable epidermal staining and identification of melanocytes at frozen section margins (Figure 3).

MART-1 staining has some shortcomings, including increased false-positive rates in the setting of pigmented actinic keratoses, severely sun-damaged skin, or inflamed skin, and the inability to distinguish benign from malignant melanocytes. In the setting of sun damage or inflammation, melanocytes may degenerate and the resultant debris surrounding keratinocytes and engulfed by macrophages can lead to artifact that can be mistaken for melanocytic nests. Additionally, MART-1 poorly stains desmoplastic and spindle cell melanomas. In situations where diffuse staining is problematic due to extensive solar lentigines, melanocyte hyperplasia, or darker skin types, there is some evidence to suggest that microphthalmia transcription factor (MiTF) may be helpful as an adjunct or alternative to MART-1. Since MiTF only stains the nucleus, the stain burden is decreased and slide interpretation may be improved. Although MART-1 remains the mainstay immunostain used in MMS for melanoma, SOX10 is gaining popularity.

SRY-related HMG-box 10 (SOX10) immunostain

SOX10 is a nuclear transcription factor expressed by cells of neural crest lineage. On formalin-fixed sections, SOX10 immunostain has demonstrated sensitivities approaching 100% for primary, in situ, desmoplastic, and spindle cell melanomas. In contrast to S-100 which has historically been considered the gold standard for desmoplastic and spindle cell melanomas, SOX10 is more specific than MiTF and is particularly useful for excision scars as it has been found to be less likely to stain background histiocytes and fibroblasts than either S-100 or MiTF. Recently, successful rapid SOX10 immunostaining of frozen sections for MMS has been described in the literature. Due to its versatility and relatively few weaknesses, SOX10 has the potential to become the cornerstone immunostain in MMS for melanoma in the near future. Further comparative studies of SOX10 to other common immunostains are warranted.

Special situations

Upstaging occurs when the debulking excision specimen meets criteria for an increased T category in the AJCC 7th edition melanoma staging classification system compared to the original biopsy specimen. In a review by Kwon and Miller, the prevalence of upstaging during MMS for LM was found to range from 5% to 67%. In an effort to understand the clinical and patient characteristics associated with upstaging,
Iorizzo et al looked for differences in the characteristics of upstaged MIS lesions (8.1% of 173 cases analyzed) compared to non-upstaged lesions treated with MMS and found no statistically significant predictors of upstaging. These findings illustrate the importance of sending the debulking specimen for permanent sections without exception.

In cases where upstaging occurs, and the Breslow depth is found to be ≥0.76 mm, the patient becomes a candidate for sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNBx) and should be engaged in a conversation regarding its role in their management. Whenever possible, reconstruction should be deferred until after SLNBx to preserve normal lymphatic drainage as best as possible, but MMS should be continued until completion.19

Limitations of Mohs for melanoma

The use of MMS for melanoma is not without limitations. First, MMS is unable to assess how much margin of clearance is achieved which may or may not have implications for recurrence. Second, the success of MMS is highly dependent on the surgeon’s ability to accurately interpret frozen sections. There have been several studies in recent years which have demonstrated over 99.4% concordance between Mohs surgeon and dermatopathologist interpretation of non-melanoma skin cancer frozen sections.90–93 While these studies suggest that Mohs surgeons are as capable as dermatopathologists in frozen section interpretation, similar larger-scale studies assessing melanoma frozen section interpretation would be helpful. Third, MMS is dependent on the tumor having a contiguous growth pattern without any skip areas, and uncertainty exists regarding if and how one should proceed with MMS when microsatellites are discovered within MMS sections. If microsatellites are seen, the growth pattern of the tumor can no longer be considered contiguous and it becomes impossible to call MMS margins “clear” with any certainty. Additionally, the presence of microsatellites is associated with increased risk of regional node involvement and the role of SLNBx should be considered.8

Future directions

Recent research has indicated that in vivo reflectance confocal microscopy, through its ability to identify atypical melanocytes and other features of melanoma at a cellular level, may have a future role in assisting in determining the ideal area within a suspected LM or LMM to take a biopsy and could also be used adjunctively during MMS.94–97 To our knowledge, patient satisfaction with MMS versus WLE and its role in the surgical management of melanoma have yet to be investigated and would be of value. Although the preliminary evidence to suggest MMS is more cost-effective than WLE for melanoma,11 larger and more detailed analyses incorporating recurrence and survival data into the cost-savings calculations are warranted. Future research on this topic would benefit from clearly delineating histological subtypes of melanoma when possible (e.g., LM vs superficial spreading), as this is currently a common limitation in the literature. Doing so will provide more specific outcomes data upon which the most accurate treatment recommendations can be made. Finally, there are currently no randomized clinical trials comparing long-term recurrence and survival for melanoma treated with MMS versus WLE – such a study could be influential in shaping attitudes and guidelines surrounding the surgical management of melanoma.
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